KULIN NATION
Federation of five distinct but strongly related communities sharing a similar language.

BUNJIL
(Eaglehawk) MOIETY

WAARN
(Crow) MOIETY

DJAJA WRUNG
(Tribe – Western Kulin language)

WATHAURUNG
(Tribe – Western Kulin language)

BOONERWRUNG
(Tribe – Eastern Kulin language)

TANGURUNG
(Tribe – Eastern Kulin language)

WOIWARRUNG
(Tribe – Eastern Kulin language)

NGARUK WILLIAM
(Clan)

YOWENJ EREE
(Clan)

MAYUNE BALUG
(Clan)

BUNWURUNG BALUG
(Clan)

YALLOCK WILLUM
(Clan)

YALLKIT WILLUM
(Clan)

WURUNGJERI WILLUM
(Clan)

WURUNGJERI BALUG
(Clan)